Towards portable artificial kidneys: The role of advanced microfluidics and membrane technologies in implantable systems.
Globally, around 2.6 million people receive renal replacement therapy (RRT), and a further 4.9-9.7 million people need, but do not have access to, RRT [1]. The next generation RRT devices will certainly be in demand due to the increasing occurrence of diabetes, atherosclerosis and the growing population of older citizens. This review provides a comprehensive, yet concise overview of the cleared and remaining hurdles in the development of artificial kidneys to move beyond traditional dialysis technology-the current baseline of renal failure treatment. It compares and contrasts between new concepts in cell-based and non-cell-based approaches. Based on this study, a new engineering perspective on the future of artificial kidneys is described. This review suggests that stem-cell-based artificial kidneys represent a long-term, complete solution but it can take years of development due to the limitations of current cell seeding technology, viability and complicated behavior control. Alternatively, there is much potential for near- and medium- term solutions with the development of non-cell-based wearable and implantable devices to support current therapies. Based on recent fundamental advances in microfluidics, membranes and related research, it may be possible to integrate these technologies to enable implantable artificial kidneys (iAK) in the near future.